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Abstract-Model to model transformation is a process of 

generating a target model from the source input model. 

However, after applying the transformation, both source and 

target models may evolve independently. In these cases, 

bidirectional transformation (Bx) is required to propagate 

changes across models to resolve the inter-model 

inconsistency. In this paper, we propose an interactive Bx 

approach via inter-model validation which enables 

developers synchronizing models with reconciliation. The 

proposed Bx system is implemented using the Epsilon 

Validation Language (EVL). A trace meta-model is designed 

to provide change propagation leads to bidirectional 

correspondence between models. The approach is formalized 

based on the synchronization concepts achieving 13 different 

states for each bidirectional relation. Our approach is 

compared to some other well-known Bx approaches 

considering six significant synchronization features. The 

results illustrate the appropriateness of the proposed 
approach. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Model 

In recent decade, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is 
considered as a software development methodology. Its 
aim is to raise the level of abstraction and generate the 
software code automatically. Models play a significant role 
in different levels of abstraction to develop a software. 
Everything in MDE is known as a "model" similar to 
"object" in Object-oriented paradigm. Model 
transformations are used to relate models from the higher 
levels into lower ones to become executable. A large 
number of model transformation languages exist across the 
research community, that we have studied and compared 
them in [1]. 

A model is specified by a modeling language that is 
called a meta-model. A meta-model should conform to a 
meta-metamodel. The transformation process is defined 
based on source model(s), target model(s), their 
corresponding meta-models, and a transformation 
language describing the transformation specification. Since 
everything in MDE is a model, transformation itself, is a 
model and it is possible to define the meta-modeling layers 
for the transformation specification model (Figure 1). As it 
is demonstrated in Figure 1, the transformation execution 
gets the source model(s) as input and generates the target 
model(s) as output. This type of transformation is known 
as unidirectional approach, which is carried out in only 
one direction (forward), from source to target. However, in 
the engineering life cycle, source and target models evolve 
independently and the consistency among them may be 

 

violated. In this case, it is required to propagate changes 
across models in forward and backward (from target to 
source) directions. 

A bidirectional transformation (Bx) is a process to 
establish the consistency among a set of models. There are 
two ways to specifY a Bx transformation. The first way is 
to use a bidirectional model transformation language. 
Every transformation program through a bidirectional 
language expresses the forward and backward directions at 
the same time. A significant advantage of this approach is 
that the compatibility of the forward and backward 
directions is guaranteed by the transformation construction 
[2]. The second way is to apply a unidirectional 
transformation language for specifYing bidirectionality 
and it has two cases. The first case is using unidirectional 
language to specifY the forward direction and change the 
transformation engine to derive the backward direction 
automatically, which is called a bidirectionalization 
process [3]. The bidirectionalization process is a very 
expensive mechanism, and it cannot be applied on all Bx 
case studies. Another case of the second approach is to use 
unidirectional language to encode both forward and 
backward transformations separately. In this case, the 
compatibility of both directions should be verified by 
formal methods, which is very complex and expensive 
task. 
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Figure 1. The Meta-model ing Layers of a Transformation 

Most of the bidirectional languages are declarative in 
the MDE context [4]. In declarative style, programs only 
state what target elements should be created from elements 
of the source model. In this case, the transformation engine 
must derive the forward and backward directions from the 
declarative specification of the transformation; some 
declarative programs have inherent ambiguities and the 
execution may not satisfY the developer's expectations [5]. 
In addition, programmers have to be familiar with a 

 



specific formalism of the language [6]. Some other Bx 
languages have an imperative style, such as bidirectional 
object-oriented transformation language (BOTL) [7], 
which can only support bijective transformations (a very 
limited type of Bx in which the relation of the source and 
target models is an injective function). Both declarative 
and imperative approaches cannot execute forward and 
backward directions of a transformation in the same time 
to support model synchronization completely. 

In this paper, we present our first attempt towards 
constructing an interactive Bx approach that is used as 
both a model synchronizer and a bidirectional transformer. 
The proposed approach combines the Epsilon Validation 
Language (EVL) with the traceability technique, called 
EVL+trace, overcoming the aforementioned shortcomings 
of other bidirectional approaches. EVL has been developed 
for specifYing constraints to validate models. This 
language is utilized in the approach for another goal, i.e., 
specifYing both forward and backward transformations as 
inter-model constraints in a single program. Since EVL 
cannot provide bidirectional transformations, it is required 
to apply the traceability for propagating changes in 
models. For this purpose, a trace meta-model is designed 
to support change propagation, and therefore 
synchronization. Despite other Bx approaches, EVL+trace 
can execute forward and backward directions of the 
transformation in a single run which leads to 
synchronization with reconciliation. We also formalized 
EVL+trace based on the synchronization concepts 
achieving 13 different states for each source-target 
relation. To show the appropriateness of the proposed 
approach, it is compared to other well-known Bx 
approaches from six significant criteria viewpoints, which 
are important for synchronization scenarios. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, 
important primitives of model synchronization, some 
related works, and an introduction to EVL are explained in 
Section II. We discuss how to overcome the drawbacks of 
existing Bx approach proposing our new approach named 
EVL+trace in Section III. The approach is also compared 
to some well-known Bx approaches in that section. The 
paper is concluded in Section IV. 

II. BACKGROUNDS 

In this section, we explain why model synchronization 
is needed in Section II-A. Then some of the Bx approaches 
are studied in the related works (Section II-B). The 
primitive structures of the EVL language are described in 
Section II-C. 

A. Why Model Synchronization is needed? 

Consider a simple model, UML model (Figure 2), and 
its corresponding Java model (Figure 3) obtained by a 
UML to Java transformation program [3]. In the example 
of UML model, a Class is defined with name Student and 
its two attributes which are fullname and phone. In the 
corresponding Java model, a Class with name Student 
with two fields, fullname, and phone is created by 
executing the transformation. As illustrated in Figure 2, 
UML Class can contain description which is not needed to 
be transformed into the Java Class. 

Models may be updated and changed in both source 
and target sides after applying transformation. Consider 
that there is a designer working on the UML model and a 
programmer that is working on the Java one, 
simultaneously. 

Figure 2. An Example of Source UML Model 

Figure 3. An Example of Target Java Model 

The designer may need to add a new attribute average 
to the Student class and prefer to change the name of 
attribute fullname to studentName on the UML model. 
while on the other side, the programmer may want to 
delete the field phone, and add a new comment to the 
Student class. Both changes done by the designer and 
programmer are demonstrated in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. The Updated UML and Java Models 

After independent changes on both models, they 
become inconsistent and need to be synchronized. It is 
clear that performing a unidirectional transformation (in 
only forward or just backward direction) is not adequate 
because the modifications on one of the models will be 
lost. If a forward transformation is performed, the last 



changes of the target model will be missed, and if a 
backward direction is executed, the last updates in the 
source model will be lost. 

B. Related Works 

In this section, some well-known Bx approaches are 
studied. SyncA TL [3] is an operation-based bidirectional 
synchronizer. It is proposed based on a unidirectional 
model transformation language, known as AtianMod 
Transformation Language (A TL) [8]. It needs to take 
updates as a sequence of operations, and to make 
synchronization possible, it changes ATL virtual machine. 
It also computes model differences and uses merging 
techniques which makes its algorithm so complicated. 
SyncATL cannot support the addition in the models, but it 
provides reconciliation. BOTL [7] is an imperative 
language in which the transformation engine computes the 
backward direction from the forward execution. It can only 
support bijective transformation, a special limiting case of 
bidirectionalty, that is not applicable in the real world. 

Object Management Group (OMG) has proposed QVT 
specification as a language family for model 
transformation [9]. The declarative part of its specification 
provides bidirectionality, called QVT-Relational (QVT-R). 
QVT-R needs the execution direction to be specified and 
creates trace model implicitly. A QVT-R transformation is 
specified as a set of relations, with two cases: checkonly 
and enforcement. In the former, the consistency between 
source and target is only checked. In the latter, the target 
model will be computed to enforce consistency. In this 
case, no update in the models leads to no enforcing 
propagation, which makes the approach acceptable [4]. 

Triple Graph Grammar (TGG), introduced by Andy 
SchUrr [10], is an effective, powerful, and formally 
founded language which supports inherently 
bidirectionality because of using graph concept. It 
considers the source meta-model as a left graph, target 
meta-model as a right graph, and defines transformation 
rules as a corresponding graph. Giese and Wagner [11] 
propose an incremental algorithm for model 
synchronization based on the TGG language. In this 
approach, the developer can only perform updates in a 
controlled manner in which concurrent updates cannot be 
supported. 

C. The Epsilon Validation Language 

Epsilon platform I supports model to model 
transformation, model to text transformation, model 
comparison, model merging and model validation through 
different languages [12]. EVL provides a language tailored 
for model validation which can be used to express 
constraints on models conforming to arbitrary meta
models, evaluate them, and enable the inter-model and 
intra-model consistency verification. The motivation of 
designing EVL is to overcome the drawbacks of the 
standard Object Constraint Language (OCL) including 
purely declarative style and side-effect freeness. The EVL 
language organizes the specification of model validation in 
modules. Like OCL, each EVL module contains a set of 
invariants (constraints) grouping in the context, and also it 
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is possible to define a set of pre/post blocks. A guard can 
be optionally specified in each context, that restricts the 
instances on which the constraints of that context will be 
evaluated. 

In each constraint (Listing 1), a guard can be 
optionally defined to limit the instances, which should be 
evaluated to true. The main part of a constraint is the 
check block, defining a condition that must be checked. To 
achieve detailed user feedback, a message can be 
optionally specified that will return a string containing the 
reason(s) of failing the constraint on a particular element. 
It also contains a number of fix blocks used for semi
automatically repairing the elements of the failed 
constraints. 

Listing I. concrete syntax of an EVL constraint 

(@Iazy)? 
constraint <name> { 

(fix)'} 

(guard (:expression) I ({statementBlock}))? 
(check (:expression) I ({statement Block}))? 
(message (:expression) I ({statementBlock}))? 

In Listing 2, the details of/IX block is presented. It has 
a title, and a do block for fixing the violation. When an 
invariant is failed in the checking block, a message of the 
reason is demonstrated for the user, and some fixing ways 
are indicated to the user to repair the violation; one of the 
fixes will be selected interactively and then the violated 
elements will be repaired automatically. 

fix { 

}} 

Listing 2. concrete syntax of an EVLflx block 

(guard (:expression) I ({statementBlock}))? 
(title (:expression) I ({statementBlock}))? 
dol 

statement Block 

All the statementBlocks and expressions are defined 
based on another Epsilon language called Epsilon Object 
Language (EOL), which is general-purpose to automate 
the model management. EVL has several advantages over 
other validation approaches including OCL, e.g., better 
user feedback, the chance of warning definitions, limiting 
the set of instances for a context by guards, repairing 
inconsistencies in different ways, supporting inter
modeling [13]. The last two capabilities enable us to use 
EVL for bidirectional transformations. However, using 
EVL alone as an event-driven approach [14] for specifYing 
the Bx transformations cannot be sufficient for 
synchronizing models. We show that the traceability 
techniques are necessary to achieve model 
synchronization. 

III. THE PROPOSED Bx ApPROACH: EVL+TRACE 

In this section, we describe our Bx approach which is 
suitable for model synchronization. A new trace meta
model is proposed in Section III-A. Our proposed Bx 
approach, named EVL+trace, and the synchronization 
concept for it are explained in Section III-B. The 
appropriateness of EVL+trace is illustrated in comparison 



to the other well-known bidirectional approaches in 
Section III-C. 

A. The Proposed Trace Meta-model 

EVL can validate inter-model constraints and provide 
some fixing ways to repair models for resolving the 
recognized violations, which lead to bidirectional 
transformations [14]. However, using EVL alone without 
any trace model faces some problems in practice. It cannot 
distinguish between old modified model elements and new 
inserted ones. Old modified elements are the existed parts 
of a model which are updated or modified by developers; 
however, new inserted elements are the parts that have not 
existed before, but inserted newly by developers. Because 
of this deficiency, utilizing EVL alone cannot provide 
change propagation. This feature is a necessary property 
for real-world bidirectional synchronization. 

Figure 5. The Trace Meta-model 

To solve the aforementioned problem and enhance the 
performance of the Bx approach by the means of EVL, we 
propose to save references to the corresponding elements 
of the source and target models in the third model, called 
trace model. This trace model must conform to a trace 
meta-model, which is proposed in Figure 5. Our trace 
meta-model is introduced based on the Eclipse Modeling 
Framework (EMFf In this meta-model, each TraceModel 
contains one (or more) TraceLink( s). There are three kinds 
of TraceLinks based on the cardinality of references to the 
source or target elements: 

1) One ToOne for linking one sourceElement to one 

TargetElement. 
2) ManyToOnefor linking a set of Source Elements to 

one TargetElement, and 

3) OneToMany for linking one sourceElement to a set 

of TargetElements. 
It is worth to mention that the ManyToMany trace link 

is not defined in the meta-model and will be considered for 
the future works. Each trace link in a trace model should 
be defined for the minimal corresponding parts of source 
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and target elements. Considering the example of UML to 
Java transformation in Section II-A, the UML Attribute's 
type with the Java Field's type can be defined as 
corresponding parts and a trace link is required for 
defining this correspondence. Another example of 
correspondence is the Attribute name and the Field name. 
The equivalent value between corresponding parts is stored 
as a string in the eqField (equivalent field) of the trace 
link. The category with type of EString shows the kind of 
the transformation rule, for example, ClassToJClassName, 
AttributeToFieldName, and AttributeToFieldType. By the 
means of this trace meta-model, it is possible to insert, 
delete, or modify elements in both models. 

B. EVL+trace for the Bidirectional Synchronization 

In this section, we aim to introduce our new Bx 
approach, named EVL+trace, using the EVL capabilities to 
define both checking and fixing parts, and both forward 
and backward directions in a single EVL program. 
EVL+trace does not need the expensive verification of the 
compatibility between forward and backward 
transformations, and can support insertion, deletion, and 
change propagation because of using the proposed trace 
meta-model. 

In the following, we explain the semantic of 
bidirectional synchronization that is used in the EVL+trace 
bidirectional approach. To clear the explanations, we show 
some segments of the EVL code from the UML to Java 
case study. Updating models in order to re-establishing the 
consistency after manual changes to some model elements 
is one of the significant Bx aspect, which is known as 
model synchronization [15]. From the proposed feature
based classification point of view for the synchronization 
approaches [15], EVL+trace is considered as a 
bidirectional synchronizer with reconciliation. This kind 
of synchronizer is applied to synchronize both source and 
target models simultaneously, and can be useful when both 
models have been evolved before the last execution of the 
synchronization to resolve the conflict updates in both 
directions. 

Figure 6. The Involved Artifacts in the EVL+trace Approach 

 



TABLE I. THE STATES OF UPDATES AND THE EVL + TRACE PROPAGATING DECISIONS FOR BIDIRECTIONAL SYNCHRONIZATION 

state S· R T' condition Detected updates to elements classification Bidirectional synchronization 

I s r t s - r - t  Unchanged no updates no propagation 
2 s r t s=r 1\ r*t modification in T' propagating propagating modifications in U'"s & Z'''R 
3 s r t s*rl\r=t modification in S' propagating propagating modifications in Y'''T & Z'''R 
4 s r t s*rl\r*tl\s=t consistent modifications in S' & T' consistent propagating modification in Z'''R 
5 s r t s*r*t inconsistent modifications in S' & T' conflicting propagating modification Z'''R & in one 

of U'"s or Y'''T (ask interactively) 
6 s r - s - r  deletion in T' propagating propagating deletions in U'"s & Z'''R 
7 s r - s*r modification in S' & deletion in T' conflicting propagating deletions in U'"s & Z'''R 
8 - r t r=t deletion in S' propagating propagating deletions in Y'''T & Z'''R 
9 - r t r*t deletion in S' & modification in T' conflicting propagating deletions in Y'''T & Z'''R 

10 - r - - deletions in S' & T' consistent propagating deletion Z'''R 
I I  s - - - addition in S' propagating propagating additions in Y'''T & Z'''R 
12 - - t - addition in T' propagating propagating additions in U'"s & Z'''R 
13 s - t s=t consistent addition in S' & T' consistent propagating addition Z'''R 
14 s - t s*t No meaning 

Based on the synchronizing approach the involved 
artifacts can be varied; we show all of the EVL+trace 
artifacts in Figure 6. Consider 5 as the original source 
model and T as the original target model, which are 
synchronized before user updates. Note that we make 5 
and T transparent because they are not the real artifacts of 
EVL+trace; we only want to show the original models are 
consistent before any manual changes. R is the original 
trace model, which is empty at the first run of the Bx 
execution. As mentioned, the original models, i.e., 5 and T 
are not kept because our approach allows users to make 
updates on the original models. The models 5' and T' are 
new source and target models after user changes and may 
be not synchronized based on the Bx specification. 

The total updates on models can be obtained based on 
their differences with the trace model R, which are 
specified by Z,jS and ZLlT as indicated in Figure 6. The 
dashed boxes in the figure show artifacts that are computed 
during the synchronization. R' is the computed trace model 
which is synced with both new computed source and target 
models. In EVL+trace constraints, the check block is 
specified based on the Z,jS and ZLlT definitions, and the fix 

block is defined to compute U',jS and Y'LlT and Z'LlR' 

The updates can be defined as atomic operations, e.g., 
insertion (addition), deletion (removal), and attribute value 
modification (modification) [4]. To have meaningful 
comparison of computation states, the updates are also 
categorized based on the Antkiewicz and Czarnecki 
definition [15] to synchronizing, propagating, consistent, 
conjlicting, and non-rejlectable: 

./ Synchronizing. If the update establishes the 
consistency of model elements with the other related 
elements, it is synchronizing. 

./ Propagating. If the update enforces a synchronizing 
update, it is called propagating. For example, adding a 
new Java class with the same UML class name, when 
it has not existed before, is a propagating addition. 

./ Consistent. Two updates (one in each model) are 
known consistent, if one is the synchronizing update of 
the other. For instance, the developer modifies the 
name of Student class to Bachelor, and at the same 
time, the programmer makes this update in the 
corresponding Java class. 

- -

./ Conflicting. Two updates (one in each model) are 
called conjlicting, if propagating one would override 
the other. For example, the developer changes the 
name of attribute fullname to value FullName, 
however, the programmer modifies the field fullname 
to value StudentName. 

./ Non-reflectable. An update is non-rejlectable if it 
does not enforce any synchronizing update in the other 
model. For instance, when the programmer adds a new 
comment to the Java class, it is not required to make 
any changes in the UML model. 

In EVL+trace, non-rejlectable updates are ignored 
since it is not necessary to propagate these types of updates 
in the other model; however, consistent updates are applied 
to force creation of new trace links or modifications on the 
past links in the trace model. The decision strategies of 
EVL+trace for selecting one propagating update out of 
several conflicting ones are depended on the type of 
conjlicting atomic updates. Deletion operation takes 
priority over modification, therefore if a conflict occurs 
between these two types, our approach will perform 
deletion in the other model to resolve the conflict. If a 
conflict occurs between two modification operations, 
EVL+trace interactively ask the user to choose one of 
them. 

In Table I, it is specified how EVL+trace computes a 
synchronization state based on the corresponding elements 
from three models. Source element from the manually 
updated source model, 5', is indicated as 5; its 
corresponding trace element (trace link) is shown as r from 
the original trace model, R. The corresponding target 
element of the manually updated target model, T', is 
demonstrated by t. The '-' symbol indicates the absence of 
that element in its model. The deltas U'dS, Y'I1T, and Z'I1R are 
computed by the EVL+trace synchronizer for obtaining the 
synchronized source, target, and trace models. To explain 
each atomic operation, suppose there exist two models 
which are consistent and their equivalent parts are saved in 
a trace model. In Figure 7, we present these three models 
and the relations between them, abstractly. 

In Figure 7, the source elements are shown by 
triangles, and the target elements are presented by circles. 
The equivalency part between elements are simply 
demonstrated by colors, which are saved in the trace links 

 



as equivalent fields. It is worth to mention that each 
reference in the trace link refers to the id of model 
element(s) with the type of xmi:ids, which can be created 
automatically. 

Figure 7. Two Consistent Source and Target Models and a 
Trace Model between Them 

1) Deletion 
The first type of atomic operations is removal or 

deletion. A deleted element can be detected by the trace 
links. If an element which is referred by a trace link is 
deleted, its reference will become an empty EObject. 

Figure 8. The Abstract Picture of Deletion or Removal Atomic 
Update Operation 

This type of update is presented in Figure 8, in which 
the red triangle (one of the source elements) is deleted; in 
this case, its reference in the red trace link will become 
empty. EVL+trace propagates deletion in five situations to 
synchronize the artifacts including state 6 to state 10 as 
demonstrated in Table I. 

Listing 3. The constraint for checking and fixing Java Class 
removal (states 6 and 7) 

context EVLTrace!OneToOne { 

)}} 

guard: self.isClassToClassNameO 

constraint JavaClassRemoval{ 

check: not self.isTargetRemovedO 

message: "Class deletion in the Java model" 
fix{ 

title: "Remove the cfass from UML model" 
dol 

var class = UMLlClass.all.seleet 

(e I e.id( )=self.souree.idO ).first; 

if (class.isDefined()) delete class; 

delete self; 

In state 6, deletion is detected in the target, and 
therefore EVL+trace must delete the corresponding 
elements in the source and trace models. While in state 8, 
deletion is occurred in the source, and it is required to 
delete the corresponding elements from two other models. 
State 10 shows the case in which both corresponding 

elements in the source and target has been removed by 
user, and EVL+trace must remove the corresponding trace 
link. In both state 7 and state 9, the detected updates are 
conflicting. Since deletion takes priority over modification 
in EVL+trace, the remaining corresponding elements must 
be removed to obtain synchronization. 

The example of EVL code for detecting removal in the 
Java class and propagating this deletion to UML and trace 
models is presented in Listing 3. In fact, the sample code 
implements state 6 and state 7, in which the removal of the 
target element is detected in the check block and 
propagating deletion to other models is computed in the 
fix. 

2) Modification 
The second important type of updates is attribute value 

modification. It is presented in Figure 9, in which the color 
of original blue circle in the target model is modified to 
yellow by user. 

Figure 9. The Abstract Picture of Modification Atomic Update 
Operation 

It is expected to propagate this modification (yellow 
color) to the blue trace link and blue triangles for repairing 
the violation. For detecting modifications, EVL+trace 
defines constraints in the context of trace link to check 
each source or target element value is equal to the 
equivalent field (eqField) of the trace link. 

Listing 4. The constraint of checking and fixing UML Class 
name modification (state 3) 

context EVLTraee!OneToOnef 

}}} 

guard: self.isClassToClassNameO 

constraint UMLClassNameModifieation{ 

check: self.eqField = self.souree.name or 
not (self.eqField = self. target. name) 

message: "Modification in the UML cfass" 
fix{ 

title: "Modify the Java Class Name" 
dol 

var class = JavaUClass.all.seleet 

(e I c.idO = self.target.id()).first; 

class.name = self.souree.name; 

self.eqField = self.souree.name ; 

As indicated in Table I, there are four situations for 
detecting and propagating modifications, state 2 to state 5. 
State 2 detects the modification that occurs only in the 
target and state 3 detects the modification in the source 
element. However, state 4 and 5 show the situations in 
which both corresponding elements of source and target 
have been modified by user. While modifications are 
consistent in state 4, they are conflicting in state 5. So for 
state 5, there exist two fixing alternatives to repair the 

 



violation: propagating the modification either from source 
to target, or from target to source. The sample code of 
detecting modification in the name of UML class is 
indicated in Listing 4 (an example for state 3). 

3) Addition 
The third type of updates is addition or insertion which 

is different from the last two update types. Despite of the 
aforementioned update types for detecting and fixing 
addition, it is required to specifY constraints in the context 
of source and target meta-model elements. If an element is 
not referred in any trace links, it will be detected as a new 
inserted element. In Figure 10, the green circle is a new 
inserted element which is not referred by any trace links. 

Figure 10. The Abstract Picture of Addition Atomic Update 
Operation 

Table I shows situations for detecting addition in three 
states from state 11 to state 13. State 11 detects addition in 
the source model, that has no corresponding element in the 
target. However, in state 13, the added element in the 
source has an equivalent element in the target. State 12 
determines how to detect addition in the target model. For 
both states 11 and 12, it is required to create a 
corresponding element in the other model and a trace link 
to connect the correspondences in source and target. In 
state 13, it is only required to create a trace link for 
connecting the equivalent elements. 

Listing 5. The constraint of Checking and Fixing UML Class 
Addition Which Has a Corresponding Java Class (State 13) 

context UMLlClass{ 

}}} 

guard: not self.isReferredO 

constraint UMLClassNameAddition{ 

check: not self.hasEquivalentO 

message: "The added class has equivalent" 
fix{ 

title: "link corresponding classes" 
dol 

var traceLink = new Trace!OneToOne; 

traceLink.eqField= self.name; 

traceLink.category= "ClassToClassName"; 

traceLink.source= self; 

traceLink.target= self.getEquivalentO; 

The sample code of detecting addition in UML class, 
which has an added corresponding class in the Java model, 
is indicated in Listing 5 as a case of state 13. 

To implement the total EVL program, it is required to 
define all 13 states as constraints for each source element 
to target transformation; therefore the EVL program 
become very verbose, which makes a program error-prone. 
However, we can use model-driven technique to generate 
semi-automatically the code of the EVL+trace programs. 
Table 10 can be used for OneToOne relations of source 
and target model elements. The formalization of 
ManyToOne and OneToMany relations are not considered 
in this paper. 

C. Discussions on EVL+trace in comparison to other Ex 
approaches 

In most Bx case studies, when the consistency between 
models is violated, several ways exist to repair the 
inconsistencies. More importantly in some scenarios, the 
updates are conflicting and it is required to manage them 
based on some decision strategies. EVL+trace uses an 
interactive, human-in-the-loop execution of the 
transformation, and therefore it enables the user to apply 
his/her decision to restore the consistency. In the following 
we compare EVL+trace to other well-known Bx 
approaches from the view point of supporting six criteria 
(Table II): support of three atomic operations, 
reconciliation, preservation, and hippocracticness. 

1) Support Atomic Updates 
The atomic updates are classified in three types: 

deletion, modification, and addition. SyncA TL [3], a 
bidirectional synchronizer with reconciliation, is able to 
support deletion, and modification while the addition 
update is not supported by this synchronizer. EVL without 
trace cannot completely support addition and deletion; it 
cannot provide the operation of modification at all. 
BOTL[7] can support all three operations; however, it is 
only applicable for bijective transformation which is a 
special case of bidirectionality. Other Bx approaches can 
support all three operations; however, they cannot manage 
the conflicting updates. EVL+trace is an operation-based 
approach which is able to detect and propagate all three 
atomic updates including deletion, modification, and 
addition completely. 

2) Reconciliation 
From the bidirectional synchronization, the 

synchronizers classified into two groups [15]: 
synchronizers with reconciliation and synchronizers 
without reconciliation. The first class applies some 
decision strategies dealing with conflicting updates and 
can execute both forward and backward directions at the 
same time. However, in the second group, the direction of 

TABLE II. COMPARING EVL +TRACE TO OTHER WELL-KNOWN BX ApPROACHES (,( = SUPPORTED. x = NOT SUPPORTED. - = NOT COMPLETELY SUPPORTED) 

Feature QVT-R [91 TGG [10[ SyncATL [31 BOTL[71 EVL [14[ EVL+Trace (our approach) 

Support of Deletion ,( ,( ,( ,( - ,( 
Support of Modification ,( ,( ,( ,( x ,( 

Support of Addition ,( ,( x ,( - ,( 
Support of Reconciliation x x ,( x x ,( 

Preservation x x ,( x x ,( 
Hippocracticness ,( x x x - ,( 

 



synchronization must be specified before the execution, 
which cannot manage conflict resolution. EVL+trace can 
implement a bidirectional synchronizer with reconciliation 
as it is shown in Section III-B. However, most Bx 
approaches are placed in the second category (Table II). 

3) Preservation 
Preservation is a well-behaved feature of 

bidirectionality which means when non-reflectable 
modifications are applied to models, after transformation 
(synchronization) they are remained in their models. 
EVL+trace is executed incrementally; it means that 
EVL+trace does not generate models from the scratch so it 
can provide preservation. This feature is not supported by 
most of the Bx approaches [4]. 

4) Hippocracticness 
Hippocracticness states that transformations are not 

allowed to modifY source and target models which are 
consistent before the execution [4]. EVL+trace proposes 
checking the inter-model consistency before applying any 
enforcement by its constraints, which is able to guarantee 
the hippocracticness. Among other Bx approaches only 
QVT-R can provide this property which has some 
ambiguities [5]. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, a bidirectional transformation approach is 
proposed based on the EVL language and traceability 
techniques, called EVL+trace. It has been proposed to 
define all consistency constraints in one single EVL 
program, so the approach can be used as a synchronizer. 
We have formalized the approach and achieved 13 
different states for each source-target relation which 
enables developers how to encode an EVL+trace program 
for model synchronization. 

The compatibility of the forward and backward 
directions is guaranteed by the transformation 
construction, so this approach is not required the expensive 
verification process. More importantly, a trace meta-model 
has been specified to support all three atomic operations 
including addition, deletion, and value modification 
completely. It has been presented that despite other Bx 
approaches, EVL+trace can support reconciliation, 
preservation, and hippocracticness. 

The drawback of EVL+trace is the verbosity of its 
specification programs, which makes it error-prone. For 
the future work, it is proposed to utilize model-driven 
techniques to develop the EVL+trace code automatically 
similar to the proposed works in [16, 17]. Although the 
proposed trace meta-model can be applied for many Bx 
case studies, it is extremely simple to be applicable for 
major complex scenarios. We will also investigate the 
EVL+trace challenges on more complicated case studies to 
formalize ManyToOne, and OneToMany relations. The 
trace meta-model can be extended to support 
ManyToMany relations. 
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